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About This Game

About the game:

 A short story driven adventure about a lonely robot and its destiny.

 A variety of puzzles, encounters with dangerous enemies and fascinating investigation.

 Find out what happened to our planet after the global catastrophe.

1968. «Due to the development of industry, some prominent scientists have expressed concern about the state of the earth's
atmosphere. In their opinion, the problem is the increase of concentration of freons and nitric oxide in the atmosphere, which
are detrimental to the ozone layer. The destruction of the ozone layer can lead to serious consequences for the ecology of the

planet: an increase in the intensity of ultraviolet radiation, the formation of new desert areas and lower yields». From the journal
"Science for the curious”.

2006. «More and more well-known experts say that the problem of ozone holes is only an element of political and economic
war, but does not pose a specific threat to humanity». From the newspaper "Environmental news».

2048. «The scale of the ecological catastrophe seems to be irreversible. It is not recommended to be in the area of direct sun
exposure without extreme necessity». From the reports of news feeds.

2054. «Global migration of people from areas with high radiation cause a serious problem for world security». From the UN
report.

2056. «Delta Dynamics has proposed a revolutionary solution to the problem of the earth's ozone layer destruction. It is planned
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that the company's robots will restore the ozone layer in areas with the greatest danger. The project has already allocated more
than $ 2 trillion from the Reserve Fund». Global World Flow.

Year unknown. «1001110 1100001 1101101 1100101 100000 1000101 1100001 1110010 1110100 1101000 100000
1010000 1101111 1110000 1110101 1101100 1100001 1110100 1101001 1101111 1101110 100000 110000». A message was

intercepted by the trading ship that was heading to cube А3К5 of the galaxy "Milky Way".
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Title: Northern Lights
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
DimleTeam
Publisher:
DimleTeam
Release Date: 18 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista / 7 / 8 / 10 – 64 bits

Processor: 2.2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024 MB NVIDIA GeForce 9800GTX / ATI Radeon HD 3xxx series

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Russian
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Before I gush about what I love about this game, there is one thing that I feel is important to understand going in. If you come in
expecting deep, complex puzzles, with lots of time-travel trickery and tons of messing with cause-and-effect, you will be
disappointed. To put it succinctly, the puzzles are completely wasted potential with a very good premise. The time travel
mechanics are never used in any interesting ways, and every puzzle is almost totally confined to a particular wing of the
mansion. They are exceptionally simple, with very straightforward solutions that you can sometimes even stumble across by
accident before you've even figured out what you're supposed to be doing (as I did on two separate occasions in the game). The
ones that are slightly less straightforward are all but spelled out explicitly in dialogue between characters. There was one murder
in the entire game that took me more than two time loops to solve, and that was only because of a misunderstanding of one of
the game's mechanics in the early game.

So, why did I give the thumbs up to this game then, if the puzzles are not at all worthwhile? Because this game is not about its
puzzles at all. Don't get me wrong- I would love to see a game like this where playing with time and keeping track of complex
cause-and-effect relationships is emphasized. But in The Sexy Brutale, the puzzles are really just a vehicle to drive the story and
exploration forward, and to that end they work fantastically. The game is at its absolute best when just exploring the mansion,
tracking characters and listening to them, and watching the macabre events play out; the puzzles drive the story forward, but
these activities are the soul of the game.

First, the story. I can't say very much without delving into spoiler territory, but I will say this: the story is exceptional. It
brilliantly sets up a tone of deep mystery from the get go, and with each case you solve it feels like the shadow hanging over this
mansion and its guests only gets deeper and darker. The dialogue is well-written, and I always wanted to progress just to see
what the heck was going on and where this all was leading. The ending was very powerful, and I found myself getting
surprisingly emotional towards the end. I thought the story was extremely well-executed, and worth the investment.

Part of what makes this story work so well is the exceptional atmosphere and tone of the game. The mansion is one of the most
immersive game worlds I've seen in a while; it feels completely cohesive, and the balance between dark comedy, tragedy, and
mystery is perfectly struck. The dialogue in the game feels organic and witty, and despite most of the characters only being
present for short stretches of the game, they feel real and you come to like them. I would have liked to see a bit more interaction
between them, but I enjoyed what was there a great deal; my favorites are the snarky staff members who are picking off all of
these hapless guests. Also, an incredibly nice touch is that throughout the night, you can hear murders and events taking place in
other areas of the mansion at certain times; some of them you haven't seen yet, leading you to wonder what the heck is
happening elsewhere.

The game's visual direction is fantastic. The mansion comes to life with lovingly crafted, surprisingly detailed environments.
The characters are small but absolutely pop with personality, with small animation flourishes and expressive movements. The
camera gets confusing at times, but the game's map is always there to set this right. Even the menus blend very nicely with the
visual style of the game, never really taking you out of your immersion.

If there's one aspect of the game that elevates everything else from good to great, it's the music. This is one of the best, most
creative soundtracks I've heard in a long time. The music is jazzy and absolutely pops when wandering around and exploring.
However, the music is also crafted to match the scene in each area, rather than just being a static loop; as the murder
approaches, the music builds to a crescendo as the victim meets their end. The main theme that plays during the scenes that deal
with the overarching story is also quite slick- calm and mysterious, imbued with a strong noir vibe. I think the music does a lot
of the heavy lifting for the game's mood and atmosphere, and without the incredible soundtrack this would be a much lesser
game.

Overall, The Sexy Brutale gets a solid recommendation from me. When viewed primarily as a puzzle game, it is a total flop.
However, when viewed as a story- and exploration-driven adventure game with light puzzles, it is a resounding success. A
surprisingly affecting story, fantastic atmosphere, a lovingly crafted world, and a wonderful soundtrack all make this game a
unique experience that is very much worth investing in.. This game is terrible.. It's a fun game, especially when playing free.

I would call this DLC more of a supporter pack and it adds some great options to the game.
You can play the vanilla, free version and unlock everything but you can add on some more play time to the game with
everything else offered here.
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Definitely try before you buy and you love the free-portion then support the hard-working dev and buy the pack, recently
reduced in price!. Wandering Stars is a gem of a puzzle game that deserves far more attention than it has received. It takes a hard-
to-intuit game mechanic (orbital mechanics) and finds all sorts of potential in it. An hour or two of play may be needed to gain an
instinct for the movements (unless you're an astrophysicist who thinks about eccentricity and plane changes over your coffee), but
this is a learning curve worth climbing. The nine chapters each introduce a new element, but the twists are generally simpler than the
core orbital physics, so each comes a welcome change of pace, not as a return to square one. Within each chapter, the levels are
intuitively sequenced in ascending difficulty, and the difference in difficulty between passing a level and perfecting that level is
excellently calibrated.

The graphics are beautiful. The scripted text is funny enough (usually), and even when it's a bit lame, it's brief. The only thing this
game really lacks is a pause or slow-motion mode; some levels have so many moving bodies that it can be hard to mentally absorb
everything important in real time. It's a tiny flaw in an otherwise impeccably developed game.. it is Imposible to control on the
ground with keyboard, so i went out and bought rudder pedals for it, hoping that was the cause. What a waste of money. Ive tryed
every setting and followed several guides to take off on youtube and all it wants to to is ether zig zag, or skid into a wing slapper.
Massivly dissapointed will never buy another prop aircraft on dcs. Apparently setting up modifiers with 3rd party software so you
can make and seprate the toe brakes is the way forward. Save your money for the F16... in game settings to help take off are a joke
also.. This is a cute little game. I bought it because it was on sale and it helped me round out some figures. For something bought on
such a whim, this turned out surprisingly well. The circumstances are interesting. Aya Mizuki (you) are a bench warmer for the
volleyball club. An accident removes one of the team's stars from the playing field and you step into that role... and find you not
only like the game but are a natural. There are two good endings and three bad ones. One of the good ones is very heart-wrenching
in its own way, but ends very well. The other is more a traditional romantic story. As for the bad ones... Well, two can be classified
as flings, and the other... well, it happens if you don't make the right choice in the heart-wrenching scenario....

There is a patch that unlocks more... explicit content. It adds a little to the story. Downloading the patch and installing it is also the
only way to get one achievement.... I like it. It is a simple game of put your towers down and kill the things that come for you. The
mechanics are interesting. Some of the units are parodies from other games, and many of the maps are challenging.

I do wish there was a dungeon editor, though. A good game to pass the time.. i am a big fan of multiplayer rts games, and cannot
recommend this game.....NOBODY EVER ONLINE!!!!!! EVER!!! So if you buy this game, consider it a single player only. Damn
shame cause i thing it would be a good multiplayer rts game.
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This game is amazing.. I rarely play platformers, however I liked this game!
Controls was smooth and the gameplay was enjoyable!. This is really an ultra simplistic game with very simple game mechanics.
I am not even sure if it is possible to loose, maybe you can if you go AFK during a mission or something, and even if you did, it
seem that there are no penlties at all for 'dying' other than starting a mission over again. The missions are also almost indentical
in nature so it gets repeitive very quickly.

In short, this is a boring game and not worth your money, let alone time.. Honestly, the graphical errors and such are things that I
expected when playing an old games. There were many times where strange overlaps would occur and break the game, so I had
to reopen-- even after adjusting the resolution and other display settings as seen recommended in forums. If you play this, for
the love of god, save often.

I should clarify I'm a huge fan of Sherlock Holmes in literature. Some of the games definitely deliver in this category.
My favorite remains Crimes & Punishments, which is both intuitive in control and camera as well as plot development,
but still challenging and intriguing. I've trudged through some of the older games, but this one is probably one of my
least favorite.

Pros:

 Still the pompous Sherlock you'll find in all games. However, this lacks the charm of his absolute lack of self-
preservation that other games will happily highlight for you-- imo, one of his bigger charms.

 Banter between him and the cops is troll as always.

 Overlooking random visual glitches, the cutscenes aren't so bad for a 14 year old game.
Cons:

 Navigation is a headache, a trait of old clickers, unfortunately. A map is provided for some locations,
but there is no indication of your own position in it, and the whirling camera angles make it pretty hard
to deduce on your own.

 There is a lot of being tugged around in many directions, without a lot of evidence that ever begins to
lean somewhere. A lot of useless filler information.

 Some of the puzzles genuinely made me curse aloud. Not because of difficulty, but because of genuine
absurdity. If the overwhelming portion of players for your game admit to relying on a walkthrough, the
issue is with the design, not the player. Puzzles should provide some level of intuitive hint or structure.

 Simple actions are made complicated due to literally no explanation or reason. I spent three minutes
trying to stick something in g*ddamn water because it is not expressed to you that you need to heat the
water first. I would never guess I have to heat water up to put soap in it. WHY, lmao?

 Progression makes no sense and involves a lot of redundant pathing. You can literally be the only person
navigating a location, but after finding one clue, all the sudden like 6 more objects that are very visually
obvious appear, rather than having existing objects gain meaning. What? How does that make sense at
all? Who is walking around dropping things while you sift through papers?

 Minor complaint that visuals will de-sync, and certain voice actors are 3x louder than others.
All-in-all, there's definitely a better detective-style game out there.. Not a bad game.

I've played enough side-scrollers to last me a lifetime, but I gotta say, the jetpack is pretty cool. It allows
for a lot of movement options not really afforded by standard gameplay. The powerups coming from
money which you then spend to buy stuff is an interesting choice, I dunno if I like it. And the only
downside I see to running out of fuel (on which your flamethrower and your jetpack both run off) is not
being able to use said flamethrower - your jetpack can continue to 'run on fumes' as it were.
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I dunno, obviously you're probably not going to buy this game for this game alone, I expect you're
picking it up in a bundle or something.

Mainly, this is a nostalgia game, I think.. Cool ! I love Moto. 18+ Patches
Vol1: http:\/\/www.dlsite.com\/ecchi-eng\/work\/=\/product_id\/RE181536.html
Vol2: http:\/\/www.dlsite.com\/ecchi-eng\/work\/=\/product_id\/RE187603.html
Vol3: http:\/\/www.dlsite.com\/ecchi-eng\/work\/=\/product_id\/RE193427.html. The sprites you can make are
adorable, there is a fair arrange of styles which you can make. I recommend it but it is up to you if you like the
style.. I PAYED 18.00 DOLLARS TO GET THIS GAME AND CANT EAVEN GET THE GOD DAM THING
IN THE AIR IT IS THE WORST GAME I EVER PLAYED IF YOU ARE MAKEING A GAME TELL
PEOPLE WHO PAY FOR YOU DUMB\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665GAME HOW TO PLAY THE
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING THING I AM 31 YEARS OLD AND STILL THIS IS THE BIGGIST WASTE
OF MONEY I HAVE EVER MAID IN MY 31 YEARS
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